From the musical "Hair"

AQUARIUS/
LET THE SUNSHINE IN
for S.A.B. voices and piano
with optional SoundTrax CD*

Arranged by GREG GILPIN
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seventh house, and Jupiter
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a - lines with Mars, Then
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peace will guide the planets,

Then peace will guide the
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G7
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And love will steer the stars.

This is the dawning of the age of A-

quar-i-us,
age of A-quar-i-us.
A - quari - us.

Dm

G

A - quari - us.

decresc.

Dm

decresc.
Sym-pa-thy and trust a-bound-ing.
No more false-hoods or de-ri-sions,
Gold-en liv-ing dreams... of vi-sions, Mys-tic
crystal revelations, and the mind's true liberation.
Celebratory (\( \dot{\text{\( \downarrow \)}} \text{ ca. 112} \))

\[ \text{Cm} \quad \text{G}^{7} \]
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Celebratory (\( \dot{\text{\( \downarrow \)}} \text{ ca. 112} \))

\[ \text{Cm} \quad \text{A}^{b} \quad \text{E}^{b} \]
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1st time, all sing melody
2nd time, sing both parts

Let the sun shine.

Cm G7

Let the sun shine.

Cm Ab E♭

Optional solo ad lib. voices to end

Let the sun shine.

Cm G7
Opt. ad lib vocals and applause in celebration.